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Saturday, FEB. 16 
  
 20:45 Festival Shorts / Innovation Session  
   
  Hope in a Box        06:52 
  Comedy 
  Country; United Kingdom   
  Film Language: English  
  The Blockchain and Us      32:00 
  Documentary 
  Country: Switzerland   
  Film Language: English (German subtitles)   
  A Land Shaped by Women      26:04 
  Sport Documentary 
  Country: France - Filmed: Iceland 
  Film Language: English 
  Nobody Dies Here       23:21  
  Documentary 
  Country: France - Filmed: Benin 
  Film Language: French (English subtitles) 
  Whatever, Linda “Where Files go to Die”    05:02 
  Drama Web Series 
  Country: Canada 
  Film Language: English 
   
 22:30 Ako         1:22:00  
  Feature - Drama 
  Country: Iran 
  Film Language: Persian (English subtitles)  
 

 

https://vimeo.com/264518982
https://blockchain-documentary.com/
http://alandshapedbywomen.com/
https://www.nobodydieshere.com/
http://www.whateverlinda.com/
https://vimeo.com/279975230
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Sunday, FEB. 17 
  

13:30 Alison         1:16:43 
Documentary 
Country: South Africa 
Film Language: English         

  
15:30 The Pitts Family Circus      1:27:00 

  Feature - Comedy 
  Country: Switzerland - Filmed: Western Australia 
  Film Language: English 
 

18:30 The Divine Order/Die Göttliche Ordnung    1:37:00 
  Feature - Drama Comedy 
  Country: Switzerland 
  Film Language: Swiss (English subtitles) 

  
20:30 The Spider’s Web: Britain’s Second Empire    1:18:02 

  Documentary 
  Country: United Kingdom/USA 
  Film Language: English 

  

 
  
Monday. FEB. 18 
 
 18:30 Sisters of the Wilderness      1:30:00 
  Documentary 
  Country: South Africa 
  Film Language: English/Zulu (English subtitles) 
 
 20:30 Golnesa        1:34:30 
  Feature - Drama 

Country: Iran 
Film Language: Persian (English subtitles)     

    

 

http://www.alisonthemovie.com/
https://the-pitts-circus.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Divine_Order
http://spiderswebfilm.com/
http://sistersofthewilderness.com/
https://vimeo.com/258103073
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SYNOPSIS of Films 

 

 

• Hope in a Box        06:52 
Comedy 

 
On Sunday morning the council offices were empty apart from two employees. At 9.20am 
they were both abducted and taken to an unknown location. Kidnapped, tied up and locked in 
a box, unlikely heroes, Ally and Mark, have to make a decision. Do they stay there or get out? A 
darkly comic film noir in a box. 
 

Director: Mick Dow 

Writers: Mick Dow (story), Mick Dow 

Stars: Becky Black, Richard Gittins 

 
Country; United Kingdom   
Film Language: English  
 

 
 

• The Blockchain and Us       32:00 
Documentary 

 
When the Wright brothers invented the airplane in 1903, it was hard to imagine there would 
be over 500,000 people traveling in the air at any point in time today. In 2008, Satoshi 
Nakamoto invented Bitcoin and the blockchain. For the first time in history, his invention made 
it possible to send money around the globe without banks, governments or any other 
intermediaries. Satoshi is a mystery character, and just like the Wright brothers, he solved an 
unsolvable problem. The concept of the blockchain isn't very intuitive. But still, many people 
believe it is a game changer. Despite its mysterious beginnings, the blockchain might be the 
airplane of our time. Manuel Stagars portrays this exciting technology in interviews with 
software developers, cryptologists, researchers, entrepreneurs, consultants, VCs, authors, 
politicians, and futurists from the United States, Canada, Switzerland, the UK, and Australia. 
How can the blockchain benefit the economies of nations? How will it change society? What 
does this mean for each of us? The Blockchain and Us does not explain the technology but 
starts a conversation about its potential wider implications. The film deliberately poses more 
questions than it answers. For a deep dive, see all full-length interviews from the film stream 
on the official website of the film. 
 

Director: Manuel Stagars 

Writer: Manuel Stagars 

 
Country: Switzerland   
Film Language: English (German subtitles)   
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• A Land Shaped by Women      26:04 
Sport Documentary 

 
The film « a land shaped by women » is empowering women and bringing a feminine 
narrative to the outdoor practice, it brings gender equality in the front of the debate. “We 
wanted to bask in the positive vibes of the Icelandic women’s movement and inspire to 
embrace a new mindset to a different kind of adventure!” As their travel unfolds, playing in 
the mountains, in the waves or under the spectacular northern lights, they introduce viewers 
to the iconic Icelandic women they met along the way. Gender equality has a long history and 
a special status in Iceland. As professional snowboarders who’ve fought hard for gender 
parity in a male-dominated sport throughout their careers, Anne-Flore Marxer and Aline Bock 
wanted to dig deeper into Icelandic women’s mindset while combining it with their love for 
the mountains and the waves. 
 
Director: Anne-Flore Marxer 
 
Country: France - Filmed: Iceland 
Film Language: English 

 
• Nobody Dies Here        23:21  

 Documentary 
 
Perma gold mine, Benin. Some dream to find something, others realized there was nothing to 
be found. Some dig relentlessly hoping to become rich, others died in the process. And a few 
of them say that here, nobody dies. 

Director: Simon Panay 

 
Country: France - Filmed: Benin 
Film Language: French (English subtitles) 
 

 
• Whatever Linda “Where Files go to die”    05:02 

Drama Web Series 
   

Whatever, Linda is a Canadian web series created and written by Hannah Cheesman and 
Julian DeZotti. The series stars Cheesman as Linda Thoroughbred, a woman in the 1970s who 
gets a job as a secretary for financier Barney Lahnar and becomes the real brains behind the 
Ponzi scheme that will eventually bring him down. 

Program creator: Hannah Cheesman 

Director: Matt Eastman 

Executive producers: Hannah Cheesman, Julian DeZotti, James Milward, Kevin Saffer, 
Mackenzie Donaldson 
 
Country: Canada 
Film Language: English 
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• Ako          1:22:00 
 Feature - Drama 
 
The movie tells the story of a young kurdish boy that has to be a porter in Tehran grand Bazar 
just to provide life essentials for his young wife and himself. And soon he finds himself in trouble 
proving his innocence. 

  

Director: Nabi Gholizadeh 

 
Country: Iran 
Film Language: Persian (English subtitles)  
 

 
 

• Alison          1:16:43 
Documentary  

 
When the going gets really tough, we need ordinary people of extraordinary strength and 
courage to jolt us into action and offer us hope. In December 1994 Alison Botha became such 
an individual. She needed a hero that night, so that's what she became. This is Alison's tale. A 
tale of monsters, miracles and hope. 
 

Director: Uga Carlini 

Writer: Uga Carlini 

 
Country: South Africa 
Film Language: English 
 

 
 

• The Pitts Family Circus       1:27:00 
 Feature - Comedy 
 
A circus family on the way to a circus festival. They find a Crypocurrency wallet that belongs 
to some rich Swiss Aristocrats who send out a cleaner. 
 

Director: Ken Fanning 

Writers: Toni Caradonna, Ken Fanning 

 
Country: Switzerland/Australia - Filmed: Western Australia 
Film Language: English 
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• Die Göttliche Ordnung/The Divine Oder    1:37:00 
 Spielfilm - Drama/Komödie 
 
Die Schweizer Hausfrau Nora lebt mit ihrem Mann Hans und ihren beiden Söhnen ein ruhiges 
Leben auf dem Dorf. Der soziale Wandel, der seit dem Mai 1968 durch das Land geht, ist an ihr 
bisher vorübergegangen. Doch plötzlich entdeckt sie ihr politisches Interesse und beginnt, 
sich für das Frauenwahlrecht einzusetzen. Das wird nicht überall im Dorf gern gesehen und 
sie benötigt ausgerechnet die Unterstützung der Männer, in deren Hand die Entscheidung 
letztendlich liegt. 
 
Switzerland, 1971: Nora is a young housewife and mother who lives with her husband, their 
two sons and her father-in-law in a little village. Here, in the Swiss countryside, little or 
nothing is felt of the huge social upheavals that the movement of May 1968 has caused. 
Nora's life, too, has been unaffected; she is a retiring, quiet person, well liked by everyone - 
until she begins to campaign publicly and pugnaciously for women's right to vote, an issue 
that will be put before the male voters on February 7th, 1971. 
 

Regie/Director: Petra Volpe  

Drehbuch/Writer: Petra Volpe 

 
Land/Country: Schweiz/Switzerland 
Originalsprache/Film Language: Schweizerdeutsch (English subtitles) 
 

 
 

• The Spider’s Web: Britain’s Second Empire    1:18:02 
 Documentary 
 
The Spider's Web: Britain's Second Empire, is a documentary film that shows how Britain 
transformed from a colonial power into a global financial power. At the demise of empire, City 
of London financial interests created a web of offshore secrecy jurisdictions that captured 
wealth from across the globe and hid it behind obscure financial structures in a web of 
offshore islands. Today, up to half of global offshore wealth may be hidden in British offshore 
jurisdictions and Britain and its offshore jurisdictions are the largest global players in the 
world of international finance. How did this come about, and what impact does it have on the 
world today? This is what the Spider's Web sets out to investigate. With contributions from 
leading experts, academics, former insiders and campaigners for social justice, the use of 
stylized b-roll and archive footage, the Spider's Web reveals how in the world of international 
finance, corruption and secrecy have prevailed over regulation and … 
 

Director: Michael Oswald 

Writer: Michael Oswald (screenplay) 

 
Country: United Kingdom/USA 
Film Language: English 
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• Sisters of the Wilderness       1:30:00 
 Documentary 
 
Five young Zulu women go into the iMfolozi wilderness in South Africa, on a journey of self-
discovery; and learn about the plight of this primordial wilderness which is now severely 
threatened by an open-cast coal mine on its border, and an intensifying rhino poaching 
calamity. 

Director: Karin Slater 

 
Country: South Africa 
Film Language: English/Zulu (English subtitles) 
 

 
 

• Golnesa         1:34:30 
Feature - Drama 

 
Golmammad and Golnesa, a young Afghan couple, are illegal immigrants who are working in 
a traditional brick making kiln. Following the events happening to them, their lives undergo 
changes 
 
Director: Sattar Chamani Gol 
 
Country: Iran 
Film Language: Persian (English subtitles)     
 

 

 

 

https://www.google.com/search?safe=active&sa=X&biw=1920&bih=938&q=the+definites+directors&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LVT9c3NEy3LCwvLI-31BLLTrbST8vMyQUTVimZRanJJflFAPZjTdspAAAA&ved=2ahUKEwjt4ZmlztTfAhUNJlAKHecGCUQQ6BMoADAdegQICBAI

